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Abstract: Hologram technology has attracted a great deal of interest in a wide range of optical fields
owing to its potential use in future optical applications, such as holographic imaging and optical
data storage. Although there have been considerable efforts to develop holographic technologies
using conventional optics, critical issues still hinder their future development. A metasurface, as an
emerging multifunctional device, can manipulate the phase, magnitude, polarization and resonance
properties of electromagnetic fields within a sub-wavelength scale, opening up an alternative for a
compact holographic structure and high imaging quality. In this review paper, we first introduce the
development history of holographic imaging and metasurfaces, and demonstrate some applications
of metasurface holography in the field of optics. We then summarize the latest developments in
holographic imaging in the microwave regime. These functionalities include phase- and amplitude-
based design, polarization multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing, spatial asymmetric propagation,
and a reconfigurable mechanism. Finally, we conclude briefly on this rapidly developing research
field and present some outlooks for the near future.

Keywords: metasurface; holography; microwave

1. Introduction

Holography was first invented by Dennis Gabor in 1948, as a method to produce a
three dimensional image of an object [1]. In order to improve the resolution of electron mi-
croscopes and solve particular technical problems such as electron lens aberrations, Dennis
Gabor used the transmission and reflection characteristics of photographic film to record
the interference pattern of the incident wave and the object wave, realizing the analysis of
the object wave image. With the development of laser technology in 1960, holographic imag-
ing technology has rapidly developed in the optical field [2,3] due to powerful arbitrary
beam shaping and predesigned image recording, and as such, reconstruction capabilities
have progressed tremendously. However, traditional holographic imaging technology
mainly uses specific nonlinear optical materials to record the interference light intensity
of the incident wave and the object wave. In 1985, Sirat and Psaltis [4] presented a holo-
graphic system based on the properties of optical propagation in birefringent media, and
named it conoscopic holography. Specifically, the reported conoscopic image is obtained
when observing a spherical wave passing through a birefringent crystal through a crossed
polarizer. In 1999, a novel form of microscopy known as coherent diffraction imaging
(CDI) or lensless imaging was developed for the imaging of small-sized two-dimensional
(2D) or three-dimensional (3D) structures [5]. However, such imaging systems using laser
light sources not only necessitate extremely high environmental requirements, but also
produce speckle noise and parasitic interferences, which cannot be applied to the field of
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white (incoherent) light, and these factors greatly limit the application of traditional optical
holographic imaging. Based on the above consideration, incoherent holography can solve
this problem well. In 1961, Mertz and Young [6] proposed the method of zone-plate–coded
holographic imaging. The emergence of incoherent holography means that the holographic
recording process no longer relies on coherent light sources, and since then holography
has been developed and applied rapidly. Kim et al. [7] analyzed the incoherent hologram
generated by a triangular interferometer, and studied the imaging resolution of a triangular
digital hologram. The most striking technology was introduced by Rosen et al. [8], who pro-
posed Fresnel incoherent correlation holography (FINCH). FINCH exhibits a modulation
transfer function (MTF) of which the width is twice of that of any coherent imaging system
with the same numerical aperture, and unlike regular imaging systems, it has a uniform
response to all frequencies below the cutoff frequency. In reference [9], it was shown that
FINCH can record multi-color digital holograms of fluorescent objects. Later, Rosen further
proposed a new incoherent self-informative-reference digital holography system with an
improved axial resolution, dubbed ‘coded aperture correlation holography’ (COACH) [10].
This was the first time that the random-like phase masks were utilized as coded apertures
in incoherent holography systems. Moreover, Kim et al. [11] presented the incoherent
digital holography (IDH) scheme. Two concave (convex) mirrors with different curvatures
were employed instead of the spatial modulator in the FINCH system as the diffractive
beam-splitting element, enabling it to get rid of the limitation of the spatial modulator
resolution on imaging, and to improve the imaging resolution of the system. Confocal
incoherent correlation holography (CINCH) was proposed for the simultaneous real-time
image capture of wide field and holographic images, or of confocal holographic images for
the ready comparison of each method on the exact same field of view [12]. The successful
achievement of the holographic recording and reconstruction of a natural outdoor scene
with a holographic camera based on self-interference incoherent digital holography (SIDH)
was also reported [13]. The utilization of volumetric holograms as imaging elements has
been widely considered and a confocal imaging principle was proposed, in which matched
filtering by a volume hologram was used instead of a pinhole filter [14].

On the basis of traditional holographic imaging technology, Brown and Lohman
proposed the concept of computer-generated holography (CGH) in 1966 [15]. CGH is
generated by diffraction calculations, projecting 2D or 3D objects as a virtual CGH hologram
on the computer. Compared to traditional holographic imaging technology, computational
holography transforms the problem of object image information reconstruction into the
solution of hologram electric field distribution. The diffraction efficiency can be effectively
increased by optimizing the solution algorithm [16]. In addition, the hologram of computer-
generated holography (CGH) can be quickly obtained through numerical simulations, such
that virtual images that do not exist in nature can be realized, which greatly increases the
design freedom [17,18]. With its rapid development, holography technology has played an
important role in three-dimensional display, data storage, measurement, biological image
processing, and other fields. Traditional diffractive optical elements have first-order lenses,
and the optical power is highly dependent on the wavelength. In order to address such an
issue, Faklis et al. [19] proposed multi-order diffractive (MOD) Fresnel lenses to change
the focused wavelength region by selecting the integral order. Thus, a MOD lens can
provide high-quality imaging in broadband or multispectral illumination over wide fields
of view. Golub et al. [20] designed a set of eight transmissive resonance-domain diffractive
optical elements (DOEs) for multi-stripe structured illumination at visible wavelengths.
The multifunctional DOEs comprise imaging, shaping, and multiplexing functions in
a single binary surface relief layer. Roberts et al. [21] found that the combination of
cycloidal diffractive waveplates (CDWs) and polarization volume gratings (PVGs) results
in high-efficiency polarization-insensitive diffraction, which can be used in diffractive
waveplate lenses. Furthermore, a polarization-independent liquid crystal Pancharatnam–
Berry (PB) lens system [22] has been developed. By using at least four PB lenses with
specific distances, the system manifests the same optical function for all polarizations.
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However, since conventional phase holograms rely on light propagation over distances
much longer than the wavelength, in order to accumulate enough phase variation for
effective wavefront shaping, the optical elements for building the phase hologram will
have large unit cell sizes due to the limited refractive indices of natural materials. Therefore,
it is highly desired to fully manipulate the hologram with a device that possesses excellent
performance and multiple functionalities.

Nowadays, the progress in nanofabrication techniques may revolutionize the method
of achieving optical holography. A metasurface, as a two-dimensional (2D) version of a
metamaterial, is typically a periodic, quasi-periodic or random array of sub-wavelength
antennas composed of metal or dielectric structures with specific geometric shapes. Be-
cause of its unique ability to arbitrarily modulate the phase, amplitude and polarization of
electromagnetic waves through a sub-wavelength-scale planar nanostructure, it has a small
footprint and powerful versatility to produce various special optical effects. It has received
extensive attention and has rapidly developed into a research field [23–28]. Compared
to traditional optical elements and metamaterials, a metasurface presents the advantages
of reduced absorption loss, relatively low manufacturing difficulty, being ultra-thin, and
having an ultra-small pixel size for integration with on-chip nanophotonic devices. Hence,
metasurfaces have produced breakthrough phenomena in the fields of electromagnetism
and photonics. Because the metasurface is an artificially constructed material with design
flexibility, it provides a new perspective for the design of various optical systems, such as
the generation of vortex beams [29–31], data storage [32,33], encryption and anticounterfeit-
ing [34,35], metalens and decentralized control [36–38], asymmetric transmission [39–41],
nonlinear optics [42–44] and many more. One cutting-edge nanotechnology combines
holography with metasurfaces. This metasurface holography can be achieved by accurately
mapping the structure to the position and local scattering characteristics of the nano-scale
optical resonators formed on the interface.

In the current work, we first review the emerging applications of metasurface hologra-
phy in the optical regime. Then, we mainly focus our attention on the latest developments
of metasurface holography in the microwave field, such as phase- and amplitude-based
designs, polarization multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing, spatial asymmetric propa-
gation, and reconfigurable technology. Finally, we put forward prospects and potential
development directions associated with metasurface technology.

2. Optical Metasurface Holography

Early meta-holography studies exploited the Pancharatnam–Berry (PB) phase con-
trol method, which modulates the transmitted (or reflected) wavefront on the hologram
by inducing the designated PB geometric phase factor associated with the polarization
variation of light. By combining this with Poincaré sphere theory, it is possible to analyze
the mechanism of obtaining the required phase mutation through the PB phase [45,46]. In
order to quantify the relationship between space-variant polarization modification and the
phase change, it has been shown that the phase factor (PF) is equal to half of the area that is
encompassed by the loop on the Poincaré sphere, and its absolute value can be calculated
as PF = |2(θ1 − θ2)|, assuming that the polarization changes from purely RCP to LCP, or
vice versa, between the two poles of the sphere [47]. With arbitrary polarization rotation,
any desired phase modification in the range [0, 2π] can thus be achieved. Using the Jones
matrix, the transmitted field of the PB elements can be calculated for arbitrarily polarized
incident waves, as:∣∣∣∣→E out

〉
=
√

ηE

∣∣∣∣→E in

〉
+ (
√

ηRe±i2θ

∣∣∣∣→R〉
+
√

ηLe±i2θ

∣∣∣∣→L〉) (1)
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∣∣∣ 1
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with ηE, ηR, ηL being the polarization order coupling efficiencies. 〈•| •〉 denotes the inner
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product and
∣∣∣∣→R〉

(
∣∣∣∣→L〉) represents the RCP (LCP) component. tx and ty are the amplitude

of the transmission coefficient for the linear polarization perpendicular and parallel to
the optical axis (i.e., parallel to the x- and y-axis, respectively), when ϕ = 0, with ϕ being
the phase difference between the transmission coefficients. When the incident wave is
purely RCP (or LCP), the efficiency ηR (or ηL) vanishes, and Equation (1) indicates that the
transmitted field from a PB element comprises two polarization orders. One maintains
the phase and original polarization state of the incident wave, while the other exhibits the
opposite handedness and a phase modification of ±2θ, where the ‘±’ sign corresponds to
both the rotating direction of the unit cells and the handedness of the incident wave.

Several works have appeared dedicated to holograms based on PB phase metasur-
faces [48–51]. For example, as shown in Figure 1a, Wen et al. [48] used two sets of reflective
PB phase metasurfaces, which consist of a two-dimensional array of elongated silver
nanorods with a spacer layer of quartz (SiO2) and a silver background layer with a thick-
ness of 150 nm on a silicon substrate. When the helicity of the incident light is reversed, the
staggered nanorod array realizes the position exchange of the reconstructed symmetrical
holographic image in order to achieve spin multiplexing, in which the conversion efficiency
can reach more than 40% in the range of 620 ~ 1020 nm. On the other hand, Khorasaninejad
et al. [49] used geometric metasurfaces to transmit different letters in the same direction
under different incident CP waves. Under circularly polarized incidence, the desired phase
distribution was encoded into a directional rotating anisotropic nano-antenna array [50].
By designing the PB phase profile of the gold nanorod array with different orientation
angles on the glass substrate, a 3D holographic image was realized (Figure 1b). In order
to overcome the efficiency issue, Zheng et al. showed that a multilayered design of a
reflective metasurface considerably improves the efficiency of the surface [51]. Similar
to the concept of a metasurface-based reflective half-wave plate, the resonance of each
nanorod was designed as a π-phase delay between two orthogonal linear axes in order to
optimize the conversion efficiency between the two circularly polarized (CP) states. The
diffraction efficiency exceeds 50% for a wide wavelength range of 630–1050 nm, and the
maximum value can reach 80% at 825 nm, considering ohmic losses of metal at visible
and near-infrared frequencies. In addition, there have also been many research studies on
holographic imaging with phase-only control algorithms [52,53]. The advantage of these
geometric metasurface holograms is that they are very robust against fabrication errors.
the hologram is capable of tolerating a fabrication imperfection of up to 10% noise, which
comprises the shape deformation of the rectangular aperture as well as the phase noise
(Figure 1c) [52]. Figure 1d shows the simulated phase variations versus the orientation
angle at the wavelengths of λ = 633, 532, 488 nm at equal intervals of π/16, respectively.
Clearly, the modulation phases are linearly related to the orientation angle. The diffrac-
tion efficiency and image fidelity are asymptotically improved with the number of phase
steps [53]. It is worth mentioning that a phase-only hologram consisting of plasmonic an-
tennas operating in the near infrared using the weighted Gerchberg–Saxton (GS) algorithm
has been theoretically studied [54].

Light is characterized by multiple properties, such as amplitude and phase. There-
fore, amplitude information also plays an important role in the holography of light field
regulation. Overvig et al. [55] modified the GS algorithm to impose a grayscale ampli-
tude distribution instead of the conventional uniform amplitude distribution, in order
to iteratively recover the phase required to produce a target holographic image at the
object plane. A complex device with the desired functions can be realized by modulating
the phase and amplitude information simultaneously. Some attempts have been made
to achieve complex-amplitude modulation [56–63]. Ni et al. [57] demonstrated the use of
nanostructured V-shaped antennas for amplitude and phase modulations at visible wave-
lengths, and their experimental results proved that the plasma metasurface modulates both
the amplitude and phase distributions to produce a feasible way to generate holograms.
Nanoantennas with other kinds of geometries, such as C-shaped antennas, can also be
used to independently control the phase and amplitude of the cross-polarized wave [59].
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Recent studies have shown that an X-shaped meta-atom [60] provides independent, con-
tinuous, broadband modulation of both the amplitude and phase information within the
subwavelength scale. The maximum efficiency of a cross-polarized transmission achieves
49% at the wavelength of 532 nm. Moreover, the high-efficiency dielectric metasurface
composed of birefringence meta-atoms with different rotation angles can simultaneously
control the amplitude and phase at telecommunication frequencies for transmission-type
devices [64]. The measured efficiency ranges from 72% to 97% depending on the exact
design; such characteristics can realize most free-space transmissive optical elements. Wan
et al. [65] demonstrated full-color ultrathin plasmonic metasurface holograms with both
amplitude and phase modulations for the reconstruction of 2D and 3D holographic images
with high resolution.

Figure 1. (a) Diagram of a helicity-multiplexed hologram realized by a reflective PB-phase metasurface. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [48]. Copyright 2015 Springer Nature. (b) Transmissive-type three-dimensional optical holography by a
plasmonic metasurface. Reprinted with permission from ref. [50]. Copyright 2013 Springer Nature. (c) A schematic diagram
of the designed meta-hologram under LCP illumination and an image with RCP in the Fraunhofer region. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [52]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (d) An image of the Huygens’ metasurface hologram. Reprinted
with permission from ref. [53]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.

In order to enhance the capacity of information storage, the representative meta-
surface holographic multiplexing technologies include polarization multiplexing [66–72],
wavelength multiplexing [73–76], angle multiplexing [77], spatial distribution multiplex-
ing [78,79], orbital angular momentum (OAM) multiplexing [80–84], and so on. The
polarization multiplexed metasurface holograms are sensitive to the incident polarization
state, and can reconstruct different holographic images by switching the incident polariza-
tion. For example, a reflective-type and high-efficiency meta-hologram, which can achieve
a four-level phase-modulation hologram for dual images under linearly polarized (LP)
incident waves, is shown in Figure 2a [70]. It is worthwhile to note that Qiu and co-workers
have introduced a dispersion-engineered metasurface with distinct functionalities con-
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trolled by the wavelength. It has the same focal length for four different wavelengths
in the spectrum. This work imposed a challenge of suppressing the cross-talk among
multiple wavelengths without the help of extra spatial freedom [75]. In addition, Ren et al.
proposed the metasurface, which can realize multi-channel orbital angular momentum
holography. When the topological charge of the incident OAM beam is l = −2, −1, 1, or
2, the multiplexed holographic technology can show the holographic images of different
letters of “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D”, respectively, as shown in Figure 2b [80].

Figure 2. (a) Linear polarization multiplexing holography. Reprinted with permission from ref. [70]. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society. (b) Schematic of an OAM-multiplexing meta-hologram capable of reconstructing multiple
distinctive OAM-dependent holographic images. Adapted with permission from ref. [80]. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.
(c) Illustration of a double-layer metasurface with asymmetric functionalities. Reprinted with permission from ref. [85].
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) The generation of direction-multiplexed metasurface holograms. Reprinted
with permission from ref. [86]. Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry.

The concept of integrating holography and asymmetric light propagation has been
further studied [85–88]. Illuminated by forward and backward propagating light, the
metasurface behaves in a non-reciprocal manner, as shown in Figure 2c. In such a meta-
surface holographic system, a unique structural unit combined with a plasmon L-shaped
nano-antenna and a plasmon dimer polarizer constitutes holographic information en-
coding, resulting in phase asymmetry in the propagation direction, which supports the
directional encryption technology of holographic imaging [85]. In addition, for single-layer
all-dielectric metasurfaces, direction multiplexing can also be achieved. Using rectangular
nano-elements with two types of orientation shifts placed at different parts of the metasur-
face, CP light can be converted into cross-polarized light in different directions in order
to achieve different images, “ITU” and “RHO”, as displayed in Figure 2d [86], and the
conversion efficiency is about 61%. Due to the construction of the modulation mechanism
and structure, metasurface holography shows high flexibility and potential applications in
the optical field, which can be used as a tool for practical engineering problems.

Field-vector holography, a fast-growing technique using metasurfaces, is exploited
in order to overcome the limitation on the polarization insensitivity of some natural
materials, and thus to realize vectorial holography. For example, by changing the spatial
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displacement and orientation angle of di-atoms, it was shown that the polarization state
of the image can also be controlled [89]. In addition, the use of structurally birefringent
dielectric metasurfaces to demonstrate vector holograms with almost any polarization
mode has been explored. Converting the red-green-blue data in any color image into
Stokes parameters proves that the displayed metasurface can store and project color image
data in the polarization state of a monochromatic hologram [90]. Recently, Ren et al. [91]
demonstrated 3D vectorial holography through the use of a machine learning inverse
design based on multilayer perceptron artificial neural networks (MANN) for the time-
efficient and accurate reconstruction of a 3D vectorial holographic image. The results
provide an artificial intelligence–enabled holographic paradigm for harnessing the vectorial
nature of light, enabling new machine learning strategies for holographic 3D vectorial
fields multiplexing in display and encryption.

3. Microwave Metasurface Hologram

As discussed above, artificial electromagnetic surfaces can accurately regulate the
amplitude, phase, and polarization states of electromagnetic waves in the sub-wavelength
range, which provides the possibility of achieving high-resolution and high imaging
efficiency holographic imaging technology. Most of the research studies on metasurface
holographic imaging technologies are concentrated in the optical frequency regime. Since
optical imaging requires high-precision processing requirements and high cost, as well
as cumbersome equipment necessary to construct an imaging system, it is difficult to
cope such technology with certain portable mobile systems, and therefore it is still far
from industrial production. In contrast, fabrication techniques of metasurfaces in the
microwave regime are relatively mature and simple, and have practical application value
due to their low-cost, conformal and mass imaging requirements. Due to the particularity
of the microwave operating bandwidth, holographic technology is useful for near-field
electromagnetic wave signal transmissions [92], as illustrated in Figure 3, and other related
applications [93–99].

Figure 3. (a) Diagram of a multichannel transmission system in the near field region. Adapted with
permission from ref. [92]. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (b) Unit cell loaded with a varactor diode.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [93]. Copyright 2018 Optical Society of America.

3.1. Realization of Microwave Metasurface Holography

Through the optimization and design of each meta-atom of the metasurface, the phase
control of electromagnetic waves can be realized. The PB phase metasurface is a type of
structure that can continuously control the phase of electromagnetic waves by changing the
rotation angle of the metasurface unit. As shown in Figure 4a for a reflective metasurface,
the phase change can cover the whole range of 2π, while the amplitude of the reflection
coefficient is maintained near unity, indicating that almost all of the incident energy can
be transformed to the cross-polarized component. A holographic algorithm is utilized to
calculate the phase distribution at the interface of the metamirror in order to achieve the
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desired multi-focus spots. The proposed metamirror provides a high-performance solution
for low-cost and lightweight beam-shaping and beam-focusing devices [100]. Additionally,
as presented in Figure 4b, dual-polarized tri-channel encrypted holography is realized by
a PB phase reflective metasurface when it is illuminated by an LP incident plane wave,
which is appealing for applications in information encryption/storage [101]. In order to
overcome the bulky profile due to the plane wave illumination, a low-profile holographic
method was proposed using a leaky-type 2-bit coding Fabry–Perot metasurface with in-
plane feeding in the microwave domain. In such a structure, the position of the resonance
point only requires a slight change in the size of the unit structure to cause a sharp shift
in phase. Considering the influence of the transmission phase of the partially reflective
surface, the traditional optical ray model was modified in consequence. More importantly,
this design overcomes the shortcoming of the bulky profile, and it constitutes the first
work to achieve 2D functions from metasurfaces in a leaky-mode mechanism [102]. In
2020, Cui et al. proposed to synthesize the amplitude and phase in the region of interest
simultaneously and independently utilizing high-efficiency phase-only metasurfaces [103].
An efficient method based on an equivalent electromagnetic model and gradient-based
nonlinear optimization was proposed. Full-wave simulations and experimental results
demonstrate that the phase-only metasurface designed by the method has 10 times higher
efficiency than the phase-amplitude–modulated metasurface. This work opened a way to
realize more complicated and high-efficiency metasurface holography.

Huygens’ metasurface is a planar meta-atom array composed of crossed electric and
magnetic dipoles, which provide a specific surface current to tailor the electromagnetic field
distribution. According to the equivalence principle and boundary conditions, arbitrary
reflection and transmission coefficients can be realized with specific surface electromagnetic
impedance [104]:

Ze =
η

2
1 + (R + T)
1− (R + T)

(2)

Zm = 2η
1 + (R− T)
1− (R− T)

(3)

where R = rejφr and T = tejφt represent the reflection and transmission coefficients, re-
spectively. According to Equation (3), the required surface electrical impedance Ze and
magnetic impedance Zm can be obtained using the given transmission and reflection co-
efficients. In 2018, following the developments of Huygens’ metasurface with complete
phase shift coverage, Wang et al. proposed a novel Huygens’ metasurface hologram at
microwave frequencies with detailed studies on the electromagnetic field distribution
of the metasurface hologram for the imaging and modulation of the energy distribution
among the focal points [105]. This proposed Huygens’ metasurface extends the approach
of holographic microwave applications, as shown in Figure 5a. The experiments show the
hologram images with 89% transmittance efficiency, and 59% imaging efficiency. Upon
efficient full-phase control, a polarization selector can be applied to holographic imaging
technology in order to achieve two independent electromagnetic wave control effects under
orthogonally LP incident waves, effectively increasing the storage capacity of the image
information on a single Huygens’ surface, and providing a precise and efficient simple
solution for multi-channel transmissions without introducing any adjustable devices [106].
In addition, the working frequency band of the Huygens’ surface was broadened in order
to solve the shortcomings of the narrow operating frequency band in resonant artificial
electromagnetic surfaces. Wang et al. also proposed and experimentally validated a 3D
holographic imaging technique utilizing a broadband Huygens’ metasurface, as shown
in Figure 5b [107]. By modulating the overlap of the electric and magnetic resonances, 16
Huygens’ meta-atoms with a 2π transmission-phase range were arranged to produce the
phase profile obtained by the modified holographic weighted Gerchberg–Saxton (GSW)
algorithm. This article realizes 10–14 GHz 3D holographic imaging, and increases the
bandwidth; the solution still guarantees its advantages of high resolution and high imag-
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ing efficiency, and summarizes the changes in broadband imaging characteristics with
frequency, which is an important reference for its practical engineering application value.

Figure 4. (a) Numerical characterization results of reflection−type PB phase elements. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [100]. Copyright 2019 Optical Society of America. (b) Schematic representation
of the proposed geometric phase metasurface-based dual-polarized tri-channel encrypted holography.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [101]. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.

Based on the basic characteristics of Fourier transform, the Huygens’ surface can be
modulated to control the holographic image. According to the surface antenna theory, the
electric field distribution of the Huygens’ surface in the Cartesian coordinate system and
the scattering electric field distribution function in the spherical coordinate system share
a Fourier transform relationship. Therefore, this metasurface resorts to the properties of
the Fourier transform to rotate and spatially project a holographic image towards desired
elevation and azimuth angles, as shown in Figure 5c [108]. The schematic diagram of
the spatial rotation operation based on the reflective Huygens’ metasurface is shown in
Figure 5d [109]. The predesigned rotation angle in the plane or in a specific direction in
space with negligible distortion to an original pattern can be achieved.
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Figure 5. Huygens’ metasurface design and some application examples. (a) Schematic diagram of the proposed Huygens’
metasurface hologram for imaging with the desired focal intensity distribution. Reprinted with permission from ref. [105].
Copyright 2018 John Wiley and Sons. A photograph of the fabricated sample is shown in the upper left insert. (b) Illustration
of the hologram structure and the reconstruction procedure of the microwave 3D imaging utilizing Huygens’ metasurface.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [107]. Copyright 2020 American Physical Society. (c) A frequency-domain modulating
metasurface performing Fourier transform properties. Adapted with permission from ref. [108]. Copyright 2020 Springer
Nature. (d) Schematic diagram of the spatial rotation operations. Reprinted with permission from ref. [109]. Copyright
2019 IEEE.

3.2. Polarization-Multiplexed Metasurface Holograms

Polarization multiplexed metasurface holograms are sensitive to the incident polariza-
tion state, and different holographic images can be reconstructed by changing the incident
wave polarization. For the transmission-type metasurface [110], the coding metasurface
holographic can project two independent holographic images at the same time under a
unique linearly polarized incidence, while avoiding crosstalk between the two different
channels. The metasurface is composed of double-layer split-ring sub-wavelength elements,
and the orientation of the double-layer split-ring aperture is specially designed to be 45◦ or
135◦. A group of four digital elements is extracted in order to construct the 1-bit coding
meta-hologram. The improved GSW algorithm is used to calculate the interface phase
distribution in order to achieve identical multiplexed functionality for both the transmitted
co- and cross-polarized components. A bilayer spin-decoupled information metasurface,
shown in Figure 6a, has also been designed as an ultrathin structure with the amplitude
of cross-polarization transmittance higher than 0.8 [111]. In this case, the incidence could
be an RCP or LCP wave encoded with code “0” or “1”. The spin-decoupled design was
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creatively combined with diffuse scattering and holographic technology in order to achieve
different functionalities for corresponding circularly polarized channels.

Figure 6. Polarization-multiplexed metasurface holograms. (a) A spin-selective transmission polarization-encoded holo-
gram. Reprinted with permission from ref. [111]. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons. (b) A co-polarization reflection coded
hologram under the incidence of x-and y-polarized plane waves. Reprinted with permission from ref. [112]. Copyright
2021 AIP Publishing. (c) A helicity-switched meta-hologram that reflects the letter H under the incidence of a circularly
polarized wave. Reprinted with permission from ref. [113]. Copyright 2020 Optical Society of America. (d) Illustration of
the quad-port meta-plexer using the proposed mode- and spin-decoupled meta-atom. Reprinted with permission from
ref. [114]. Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons.

For the reflective metasurface displayed in Figure 6b, Shang et al. [112] proposed a
reflection-type 2-bit coding metasurface for polarization-multiplexed holograms in the
microwave regime. The designed coding metasurface, as a double-layer meta-atom ar-
ray composed of two cross-type metal patches, can realize the independent control of
orthogonally polarized reflected waves, such that the meta-hologram can present different
images under orthogonally linearly polarized incidences. As shown in Figure 6c [113], the
proposed design not only allows us to overcome anti-symmetrical response characteristics
between cross-circularly polarized states to enable the achievement of identical functional-
ity under both RCP and LCP wave illuminations without polarization-conversion losses
but also offers an additional degree of freedom in the control of the handedness.

3.3. Frequency-Multiplexed Metasurface Holograms

Another widely used multiplexing technique for microwave holography is frequency-
multiplexing [114–116]. A multifunctional metasurface created by multiplexing the fre-
quency and wavevector was proposed, as illustrated in Figure 6d. By integrating both
geometric and dynamic phases in split-ring resonators and crossbars in a chessboard con-
figuration, the inherent limitation of spin-flipped PB phases can be completely decoupled
between two spin states. The metasurface implemented spin-, frequency-, and wavevector-
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dependent anomalous reflections, lensing, orbital angular momentum generation, and
wavevector-multiplexed vortex scattering, along with two-dimensional holograms. More-
over, the high efficiency and image quality were guaranteed by suppressing both the
angular and spin crosstalks [114].

In addition, it is worthwhile to note that Cui and co-workers have experimentally
demonstrated that any two desired holographic images can be generated at the lower
and higher frequency bands at the same time with only a single 2-bit coding metasurface.
By modifying the geometry of each reflective coding particle, the corresponding phase
response can be obtained. In order to obtain uniform field intensities, the GSW retrieval
algorithm was utilized to extract the coding masks of the coding meta-holograms, and the
imaging efficiency and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) merits verify the high image
qualities [115]. In addition, a tri-layered high-efficiency transmissive metasurface that
can achieve, simultaneously, multifunctional electromagnetic wave manipulation and
frequency multiplexing was proposed in reference [116].

3.4. Space Asymmetric Propagation Hologram

Recently, full-space metasurfaces with a multilayer configuration have been used to
achieve the two spatial mode control of a linearly polarized wave [117–119]. A recent
approach further demonstrated that the full-space manipulation of electromagnetic waves
can be achieved by the interleaved design of few-layer metasurfaces, as illustrated in
Figure 7a [119]. The basic unit cell design based on the scattering matrix theory enables
the realization of the unidirectional transmission of electromagnetic waves with phase
control, such as one-way anomalous refraction and one-way focusing. By introducing a
rotational twist in geometry, asymmetric transmission with the desired phase function
has also been realized. Furthermore, by arranging these two types of unit cells in an
interleaved manner, i.e., with a 90◦ twisted angle between two neighboring unit cells,
distinct directional holograms can be obtained, as shown in Figure 7b. Their broken out-of-
plane symmetry realized different functions for opposite propagation directions, enabling
direction-dependent versatile functionalities and offering unprecedented possibilities for
the asymmetric and full-space manipulation of electromagnetic waves.

Figure 7. (a) Illustration of a Janus metasurface with bidirectional transmission for full-space wave manipulation. Adapted
with permission from ref. [119]. Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons. (b) The incident wave forms different holograms for
the two different propagation directions. Adapted with permission from ref. [119]. Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons.

3.5. Reconfigurable Metasurface Holograms

For tunable metasurfaces loaded by diodes, the electromagnetic response characteris-
tics can be dynamically controlled by adjusting the applied bias voltage on the electronic
components. In 2017, Chen et al. achieved electromagnetic response characteristic tuning
by biasing the voltage on each cell in a reconfigurable metasurface array loaded with
varactor diodes [120]. Multiple complex focal spots were simultaneously controlled at
different spatial positions (Figure 8a), and the total focusing efficiency reached ≈36%.
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Recently, a reconfigurable holographic metamirror implementing the proper phase-profile
distribution necessary to dynamically control the focal spot was designed. The spatial
energy distribution is manipulated in order to control the incident plane wave and create
an adaptive focusing mechanism whereby both the number and position of focal spots can
be modified [121].

Figure 8. A variety of electrically reconfigurable metasurface designs. (a) Loaded with diodes for focal length control.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [120]. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons. (b) The schematic of a holographic imaging
system based on microwave programmable coding metasurfaces. Reprinted with permission from ref. [122]. Copyright 2017
Springer Nature. (c) The experimental results of holograph images. Reprinted with permission from ref. [122]. Copyright
2017 Springer Nature. (d) Anisotropic digitally coded metasurface with the independent control of the transmission and
reflection modes under x and y polarized incidence. Reprinted with permission from ref. [123]. Copyright 2020 John Wiley
and Sons.

Furthermore, a dynamic holographic system based on a 1-bit programmable meta-
surface was developed at microwave frequencies [122]. Figure 8b shows the operating
principle of such a holographic imaging system. It can be observed that the constitutive
elements of the programmable metasurface incorporate real-time switchable encoding
states, and that they can be independently controlled on a two-dimensional (2D) scale.
By incorporating a p-i-n diode into the metasurface cell, the scattering state of each in-
dividual cell can be controlled by applying two different bias voltages for the ‘ON’ and
‘OFF’ states of the diode. Therefore, a single metasurface can dynamically perform various
functions through a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) program control. Due to the
sub-wavelength characteristics of metasurface elements, holographic images with high
resolution are achieved, as shown in Figure 8c. Another p-i-n diode loaded reconfigurable
anisotropic has been proposed to independently control not only the near/far-field pattern
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but also the reflection and transmission modes of different incident electromagnetic wave
polarizations, as shown in Figure 8d [123]. Both the numerical simulations and experimen-
tal measurements show that different holographic images can be achieved under vertical
and horizontal linear polarizations, respectively, and that operation in the transmission
mode or reflection mode can be controlled in real-time.

4. Perspective in Metasurface Holography

The metasurface holography demonstrated so far possesses high design flexibility ow-
ing to its diverse modulation mechanisms and structural building blocks. The holography
principle is used as a tool to solve an inverse engineering problem in order to excite either
free-space beams or surface waves with any desirable field distribution. Nevertheless,
several challenges remain, such as the utilization of high-permittivity all-dielectric metasur-
faces in order to avoid metal losses for high efficiency, enlarging the device diameter of the
metasurface for high NA and resolution, and designing meta-atom structures of nanodisks
(or nanorods) for polarization-insensitive (or polarization-sensitive) wavefront control. Be-
sides this, there is still room for the advancement of metasurface holography by integrating
reconfigurable metasurfaces into hologram designs, paving the way for future applications,
including tunable optical imaging, high-capacity information storage, multiple-channel
communication, and multi-mode pattern recognition. Different metasurface designs can
achieve different functionalities and characteristics. As such, the expansion of metasurfaces
in other fields will be an important goal for further exploration in the future.

5. Conclusions

Metasurfaces provide a good platform to realize holograms with high performances
due to the capabilities of fully manipulating the amplitude, phase and polarization of
electromagnetic waves. This article reviews the history and development of metasurface
holography, from the early generation of holographic images to the most recent advanced
holographic multiplexing technology. We briefly presented the implementation of meta-
surfaces for holographic imaging in the optical field. For holographic imaging in the
microwave regime, we reviewed the implementation of phase modulation, polarization
multiplexing, frequency multiplexing, spatial asymmetric transmission, and reconfigurable
metasurfaces. The main contributions in this research field were presented together with
some demonstration results. Metasurfaces can provide simple and low-cost systems, along
with high efficiency. Due to their design flexibility, adjustability and multi-functionality,
metasurfaces can be widely implemented in various applications in the future.
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